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It’s Your Move 
 It is time to wrap up this Wood 

Badge course and conclude our six-day study 

of leadership. The sessions are over, the 

challenges met, the hopes for meaningful 

experiences fulfilled. But the most important 

part of Wood Badge remains—to ―work our 

ticket‖ by implementing these inspired truths 

and make a difference in the lives of youth. 

 We challenge you to go back to 

your units and create an atmosphere in which 

young people can learn to lead their own 

Scout units. We challenge you to focus on 

communications, coaching and mentoring. 

We challenge you to show genuine care and 

respect for our leaders of tomorrow—in 

short, love them. 

 We have provided you with many 

tools that can be used to accomplish these 

goals. But remember that they are tools. The 

desired outcome is the molding of young 

men and women into all that they can be. 

 Please remember that our 

association with one another, our support of 

each other does not cease simply because the 

course is over. You will always be a part of 

this group. The spirit of Gilwell Field, and of 

Wood Badge, will be with you wherever you 

go.  

 This has been a very rewarding 

experience for those on staff. It has been a 

privilege to accompany you through your 

Wood Badge experience. We look forward to 

news of your future leadership successes.  
 We would like to thank the 

Roosevelt West Stake for sponsoring this 

course. We are indebted to you for so many 

things. We know that your community will 

be blessed for your efforts. 

 Now, it is your move. What 

happens next is up to you. You can make a 

difference in the lives of those around you—

especially the youth. You can help everyone 

win in this game of life. Remember, Wood 

Badge is only a beginning. 

 

The Staff 
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Today’s Weather 

There’s no place like 

home to warm you heart! 

Quotes of 

the Day: 
 

Importance of Boy 

Lead Activities: 

―You don‘t need a 

sledgehammer 

when a flyswatter 

will do the job.‖ 

 

―Have a program 

that the boys enjoy 

so much that they 

will want to bring 

their friends.‖ 
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Eagle 
 

 Group projects all done! Whew! Lots of talents! Isn‘t 

it amazing what can be accomplished when we come together 

in a common cause? Isn‘t it also amazing how much love you 

can feel in just six short days? Hasn‘t this truly been a most 

marvelous experience? 

 We the Eagles have thoroughly enjoyed all of you. 

What an honor! We have enjoyed your songs, skits, trainings, 

etc. And most of all the laughs and joys, and time we‘ve 

shared together. It‘s been so much fun! Thank you staff for 

everything! Words could never sufficiently express our 

gratitude to each of you for your time and sacrifice on our 

behalf. You truly have opened our hearts and minds to a 

beautiful future in Scouting, and our different roles in life. 

Thank you for the yummy food, etc…  

 May we just say, God bless you all, and your 

families. And remember, Eagles love.  

Fox 
 The Fox competition has really improved.  Dave 

Ryan returned to us. We had a very successful conservation 

project where we put in six culverts with gravel and Fox Rox 

rocks at each end.  

 Thanks to Erik Haslem for the pipe and 32,000 

pounds of gravel.  Also thanks to the many staff members and 

other patrols that helped in shoveling and carrying the Fox 

rocks. We have enjoyed the food even (especially) when 

Steve cooked our own.  What a great patrol to be a part of – 

and yes – FOX ROX!!! 

(Continued on page 3) 

Beaver  
 

 The Beavers had a great evening and day.  First, we 

would like to thank everyone for actively participating in the 

Thursday night campfire and making it a big success. 

Everyone‘s contribution was integral to creating a memorable 

night. 

 The Beavers were busy Friday. The flag ceremony 

had some minor hiccups, but was otherwise, flawless. The flag 

ceremonies have been inspirational and informational. 

 We also worked hard on our service project, repairing 

the benches in Gilwell Grove. Thanks to all of those who 

provided materials and labor. Our presentation on conservation 

went well and again, thank you to all of those who contributed.  

Wood Badge is awesome. We will miss you all. 

Bob White 
 

 Tickets are finished, we are relaxed finally! All is well in 

the Bob White thicket. Going home will be bitter sweet and we 

are surprised that this experience is already over. We were just 

getting into our bird walk (stride).  

 It was fun to have permission to cut loose and be a bit 

goofy again. For me it has been 17 years since I was a Scout. I 

have served in Scouts but this is the closest that I have been to 

―feeling‖ like a Scout. In preparation to going home tomorrow, I 

am hoping we will be able to absorb and process all the ―inspired 

truths‖ and lessons we have been taught in our day to day lives. 

 

Patrol News 
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Joke of the Day 
I took my Scouts fishing last week. Instead of 

fishing line, one Scout brought a dotted line. He 

caught every other fish. 

Time Event    Location 

6:30 Staff Meeting   Sam Widges 

7:00 Breakfast   Sam Widges 

8:00      Clean up and load vehicles 

8:30 Gilwell Field Assembly  Gilwell Field 

9:00 Interfaith Worship Service Gilwell Grove 

9:30 Break (10 minutes)  

9:40 Patrol Leaders Council  Akela’s Den 

9:40 Pack/Clean/Load 

10:15 Leaving A Legacy  Baden Powell 

11:45 Closing Lunch   Sam Widges 

1:00 Summary Session  Baden Powell 

1:30 Course Assessment & Camp  Baden Powell 

 Clean-up   

2:00 Closing Gilwell Assembly Gilwell Field 

Schedule—Day 6 

Owl 
  

Wow we can‘t believe how the Owls time is 

flying here at Woodbadge. We have been soaring high 

with all tips on coaching, mentoring and giving and 

receiving feedback.  What great examples and leaders to 

learn and to put into practice the skills of listening 

carefully, empathetically and actively.  But most 

importantly to understand first and then be understood. 

The Owls gained even more respect and 

wisdom for our fellow patrols at the campfire ceremony 

last night.  We feel there is an opportunity (Owls and 

Buffalos) to promote and market the inspirational song 

the Buffalo Patrol shared and would like to catch up 

later to hammer out the details, the skits were clever, 

seeing Delmar almost burn his ash, and to end with a 

wonderful flag retirement ceremony capped off an 

exceptionally wonderful evening. 

Congrats on all the Conservation Projects! The 

Owls herded up with the Antelope (which you don‘t see 

often) and placed three new aluminum flagpoles at the 

current Gilwell site, and moved the old flagpoles to 

another location.  We would like to give a special thanks 

to Jared Reary for the holes that were dug and the 

blisters that were spared.  And to the Antelope, ―well fly 

with you anytime.‖  What a great project, thanks to all 

that donated and participated. The Owls were also 

impressed with all the projects that were completed. 

Way to go Troop! 

The Owls would like to give a special thanks to 

our Great Horned Owl leader Debany.  Without you this 

experience just wouldn‘t have been the same.  Thanks 

for all your time and dedication to each of us owlets, we 

hope to make you proud as we leave and fly. 

As we leave and fly the Owls hoot ―O be wise, 

what more can we say.‖ 

                           Bear 
 

 The Bears are feeling well fed, both 

physically and spiritually.  Physically, after eating 

all of the animals at the Project Presentations 

yesterday, we feel that our stature is large enough 

for us to venture out on our own. We would like to 

thank the Beavers, Bob White‘s, Eagle‘s, Fox‘s, 

Owl‘s, Buffalo‘s, and Antelope‘s for contributing to 

our growth and development in the Cub, Boy and 

Varsity Scout‘s, and Venturers. 

 While our physical development is evident, 

we also feel that we have grown spiritually as well.  

For this, we would like to thank the staff, for 

modeling to us in actions and behavior, what their 

lectures have taught us verbally. 

 It is with mixed emotions that the Bears 

leave Woodbadge today. Mixed, because we are 

looking forward to our normal and regular lives 

with loved ones, yet a sense of sadness of knowing 

we have finished an experience with the best of the 

best men and women around.  A special thanks 

from ―Da Bears‖! 
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My boss thinks I’ve the flu. I haven’t missed this 

much work since 1982. 

So I’m going back to Roosevelt in my van. 

 

Back to Roosevelt in my van,  

I am getting but of Gilwell while I can. 

 

I used to be a cubmaster, they all thought I was 

swell,  

But since I’ve been to Wood Badge, my scalp they 

would like to sell. 

Now everybody calls me “The cubmaster from 

H…” 

So I’m going back to Neola in my van. 

 

Back to Neola in my van,  

I am getting out of Gilwell while I can. 

 

I’ve got a real nice family, but they have gotten 

sore. 

For the Wood Badge training,  

They worship me no more. 

I tried to organize them; they showed me to the 

door. 
 
 

Antelope 
 

 What a great experience we‘ve had a Wood 

Badge!  We have grown together as a patrol, and 

have enjoyed the opportunity we have had to work 

together here.  We would like to give a big 

―Antelope Thank You‖ to our Troop Guide, 

(President) Keith Caldwell.  We are very grateful 

(Continued on page 5) 

 

Buffalo 
 

 After an overwhelming request to hear our 

campfire song again, the buffalo patrol has 

collaboratively decided to share our song- once 

again. Please remember copyright laws are real 

and those found guilty of copyright laws will be 

stampeded by the buffalo patrol. Here you go- one 

last time. 

 

I came up here to Wood Badge to learn the 

Scouting ways,  

But since I have started training, I haven’t slept 

for days, 

There’s no time for showers or a visit to the can,  

So I’m going back to Tridell in my van. 

 

Back to Tridell in my van,  

I am getting but of Gilwell while I can. 

 

I used to be a daddy, and a good old daddy too, 

But since I started Wood Badge, I don’t know 

what to do. 

My spouse says, “Here’s your daddy.” 

And the kids say “daddy who?” 

So I’m going back to Vernal in my van. 

 

Back to Vernal in my van,  

I am getting but of Vernal while I can. 

 

I used to have a job, and a good old job it was 

too, 

But since I have started Wood Badge,  

Patrol News Continued ... 
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for his guidance in helping us to develop 

leadership skills, and our tickets.  Though he says 

he‘s a Bob White, we know he is truly an 

Antelope at heart. 

 We would also like to thank the Owl 

Patrol, with whom we joined our efforts in our 

conservation project. Many hands (and skid 

loader/post-hole digger) make for light work.  The 

flags at Gilwell Square are flying a little higher 

today. 

 We enjoyed all of the Patrol Projects, and 

found them to be informative. In keeping with the 

flag theme of our conservation project, our patrol 

project was on Flag Etiquette. We hope you 

enjoyed it and that it helped instill in each of us a 

greater reverence for the emblem of our country. 

 Wood Badge WE2-591-12-10 will shortly 

be in the history books. Each of us as Antelopes 

feel that we are better men for having been here 

and look forward to taking the principles we have 

learned 

here to 

build 

better 

leaders of 

the future, 

and better 

youth in 

the units 

from 

which we 

have 

come. 

Patrol News Cont... Scouting, does it really make a 
difference? 

 
 In our Scout positions, we sometimes wonder if it is all 

worth it. The meetings, dealing with other people‘s kids, all the time 

away form our families, taking time off work again for summer camp, 

and oh yes, don‘t forget the dreaded ‗Friends of Scouting‘ drive. Read 

the true story below and you will never look at Scouting the same. 

 As a history buff I believe there are two days in history that 

were pivotal in securing the freedoms we now enjoy. The first was on 

Christmas Day, 1776 when General Washington led his troops 

successfully against the British troop in Trenton, New Jersey, thus 

turning the tide of the Revolutionary War and the second day is June 

6, 1944 or D-Day when Allied troops successfully landed on French 

soil at Normandy. Change the outcome of either day and I believe the 

current freedoms we enjoy throughout the world would have been 

drastically altered.  

 On the evening of June 6, 1994 I was driving in my truck and 

turned on the Radio to KSL and heard the host, Bob Lee, interviewing 

the great historical author, Steven Ambrose, about his new book ―D-

Day - June 6, 1944‖ which he had written to honor the 50th 

anniversary of D-Day.  

 Due to my interest in history I was extremely interested to 

hear this interview.  Bob went on to interview Mr. Ambrose about the 

different aspects of D-Day and then at the end of the interview asked 

him this question. ―Steve, considering all your personal research and 

interviews, what was the deciding factor that won the battle that day. 

What was it the made the difference.‖ 

 Steven Ambrose responded: ―Bob, the Allied Armies had 

prepared over two years for this single day. Omaha Beach was critical 

to the success of the battle.  As you know, when the Army landed on 

Omaha they sustained over 90% casualties and the second wave 

wasn‘t much better.  

 The troops that were left were pinned up against the sea wall 

in total chaos. All the plans they had trained for for months were out 

the window. All the units were disorganized and spread all over the 

beach. Most of the commissioned officers were dead or wounded. 

 I didn‘t write it in my book but the single thing that made the 

difference was that up and down the beach amongst all the panic 

stricken soldiers, individual non-commissioned officers, corporals and 

sergeants, began to take the initiative to organize the men around them 

and lead them up the hill off the beach and attack the enemy.  

 The astounding thing I discovered from my interviews is that 

in every case the non-commissioned officers were Eagle Scouts. The 

Boy Scouts of America had defeated the Hitler Youth of Germany.‖ 

 As I listened to this statement, it sent chills up my spine. The 

man who probably knew more about the battle of D-Day than any 

other person was attributing the success of the battle of D-Day, and 

consequently the safety of the Democracies of the world and the 

freedom of future millions, to individual young men who were Eagle 

Scouts and had been trained to lead and take the initiative in hard 

circumstances to help and serve others.  Not only these young men but 

also their leaders and ultimately the organization of Scouting itself. 
 

So the answer is YES, Scouting has and continues to make a real 

difference! 

 

Bruce Henriksen, Assistant Scribe 
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Wood Badge Memories ... 


